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Chirality dependence of the density-of-states singularities in carbon nanotubes
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~Received 22 February 2000!

We derive an approximate analytical expression for the density-of-states singularities in single-walled car-
bon nanotubes. Our approximation goes beyond the lowest-order, isotropic approach and yields the energy
splitting for an arbitary chiral angle in metallic nanotubes. Semiconducting tubes are shown to fall into two
classes and have a corresponding energy shift, which should be observable experimentally.
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The unique one-dimensional structure of carbon na
tubes and the related electronic band structure have bee
much interest. Hamadaet al. noticed in their calculation tha
there was a difference in electronic structure of armchair
zigzag nanotubes, the two limiting chiral angles.1 In plots of
energy versus diameter by Mintmireet al. and later Kataura
et al. it became evident that similar diameters but differe
chiral angles produced slight differences in energies of
singularity.2,3 Smaller diameters enhanced this dispersi
White and Mintimire showed that to first approximation t
energy of the singularity is independent of chirality a
should not depend on the size of the unit cell.4–6 In a further
analysis in this approximation the density of states of na
tubes was expressed as a universal function that does
depend on chirality.7 The first-order expression for the en
ergy is widely used as a basis for the analysis of experim
tal work on the singularities.8–11

Recently, it was pointed out that deviations from a circ
in the energy contours near the Fermi surface produce a s
ting of the singularity in metallic tubes~trigonal warping
effect!,7,12,13which is maximal for zigzag tubes. Saitoet al.
give an analytical expression for this limiting case.13 Their
plot of the density of states of selected nanotubes with s
lar diameters and different chiral anglesa suggests that the
splitting decreases continuously asa is varied froma50°
~zigzag topology! to 30° ~armchair!, and it is zero for the
armchair configuration.

In this paper we generalize these results to arbitrary ch
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~7!/4273~4!/$15.00
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angles and derive an approximate analytical expression
the energy splitting of the density-of-states singularities
metallic carbon nanotubes and find the related shift for se
conducting nanotubes. The starting point of our analysis
the tight-binding expression for the energy of a graphe
sheet:

«~ k̃!56g0$312 cosk̃•R112 cosk̃•R2

12 cosk̃•~R12R2!%1/2, ~1!

whereR1 andR2 denote the unit-cell vectors of the graphe
sheet. This approach to the electronic structure of car
nanotubes implies that a nanotube can be looked at a
wrapped-up graphite sheet. Curvature effects on the e
tronic and vibrational energies are on the order of 1022, as
shown by ab initio calculations14 and second-order Rama
spectra;15 they will not be considered here.

The energy in the band structure of graphite goes to z
at theK point of the Brillouin zone. For the further analys
we transform Eq.~1! to one wherek5 k̃2kF represents a
vector originating in theK point:

E~k!56g0$32cosk•R12cosk•R22cosk•~R12R2!

1) sink•R12) sink•R22) sink•~R12R2!%1/2.

~2!

In Fig. 1~a! we show energy contours of the expression~2!
y

FIG. 1. ~a! Energy contours near theK point of graphite according to the exact tight-binding expression of Eq.~2!. The axes point in the
circumferential~u! and axial~z! directions of a zigzag nanotube (a50°). Thelength of the graphite unit cell vector is denoted bya. ~b!
Same as in~a! but in the approximation of Eq.~4!. ~c! Same as in~b! but for a chiral angle ofa515°. The vertical lines touch tangentiall
the energy contours in the density-of-states singularities.
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near theK point of the Brillouin zone, i.e., around zero ink.
It is nicely seen how, for increasinguku, the energy contours
change from a circular to a more triangular shape.

In carbon nanotubes the wave vectork5(ku ,kz) is quan-
tized in ku , while kz can take continuous values. The sing
larities in the density of states~DOS! near the Fermi level,
according to Mintmire and White,7 are given by the zeros in
the derivative of the energy with respect to the wave vec
componentkz . In the type of plot in Fig. 1 this correspond
to tangentials to the energy contours running parallel to
kz axis. The otherk componentku is given by the boundary
condition in the circumferential direction:

ku5k•R5
2p

3uRu ~3m2n11n2!5
2

3d
~3m2n11n2!,

~3!

whereR5n1R11n2R2 is the chiral vector along which th
tube is wrapped up,m is an integer, andn1 and n2 are the
commonly used indices to describe the chirality of the tu
The diameter and chiral angle are given in terms of th
indices and the graphite lattice constanta by

d5
a

p
An1

21n2
21n1n2 and tan~30°2a!5

1

)

n12n2

n11n2
.

In order to obtain an analytical expression for the ene
of the singularities, we expand Eq.~2! to third order~under
the square root! in k and find

E~ak!'6g0H 3

4
~ak!22

)a3

8
@ku~ku

223kz
2!cos 3a

2kz~kz
223ku

2!sin 3a#J 1/2

, ~4!

where k5uku. Note that the angular functions vary with
times the chiral angle, introducing the triangular shape in
energy contours around theK point. The fourth-order term
(23/64)(ak)4, like the k2 term, depends on the magnitud
of k and does not enhance the deviation from circular sy
metry; its contribution to the energy is small for not too lar
aku , and we will discuss it later. In Fig. 1~b! we show the
contours calculated in the approximation given by Eq.~4! on
the same scale as in Fig. 1~a!; they describe very well the
energies in the vicinity of theK point. For other chiral angles
the triangle rotates bya around its center atk50. As an
example of a chiral tube we show the Brillouin zone neaK
corresponding to a~14, 5! tube (a515°) in Fig. 1~c!. In the
limit of an armchair nanotube (a530°) the tip of the tri-
angle points in the (2kz) direction.

The two vertical lines in Fig. 1~c! at aku
6560.74, which,

according to Eq.~3! define the energy of the second sing
larity for the metallic ~14, 5! nanotube, are seen to touc
different energy contours. Foraku

2520.74 the line is tan-
gential slightly above the fourth contour whereas the ot
line is tangential somewhat below the fourth contour, a
smallerkz value. The difference in these two energies cor
sponds to the energy splitting of the singularities for t
particular chiral angle. It is obvious from Fig. 1 for symm
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try reasons that a metallic zigzag tube has the maxim
energy splitting~for a given diameter! and that an armchai
tube has no splitting at all.

We use the approximation of Eq.~4! to calculate for an
arbitrary chiral angle theakz values of the singularity, i.e.
the points at whichdE/d(akz)50:

akz1,2
5

2

) sin 3a
S 212

)

2
aku cos 3a

6A11)aku cos 3a1
3

4
~aku!2D . ~5!

Only the plus solution yields anakz value near theK point
and will be considered further. The two values ofaku5
60.74, inserted into Eq.~6! give two valueskz

6 . For the
example of Fig. 1~c! this corresponds toakz

250.26 and
akz

150.11. The energy splitting is now readily obtaine
from Eq. ~4!:

dE5E~akz
2!2E~akz

1!. ~6!

For our above example we finddE51.9121.67 eV
50.24 eV, where we usedg052.9 eV as is consistent with
Raman experiments.10,11,16 This value of dE agrees with
Saito et al.13 and may be read off from their Fig. 4 for th
~14, 5! tube. The metallic tubes thus have degenerate sin

FIG. 2. ~a! Energy splitting of the DOS singularity in metalli
nanotubes as function of chiral angle; the energy calculated acc
ing to Eq. ~7! was taken as reference. The solid curve~right axis!
corresponds to the second singularity, e.g., of a~10, 10! nanotube,
the dashed curve~left axis! to the first one. Upper and lowe
branches belong toku

2 andku
1 , respectively. The fourth-order ap

proximation~open triangles! and the exact solution~solid triangles!
for the zigzag and armchair topologies are shown for comparis
The solid squares are values for selected metallic tubes as indic
~b! Same as~a! but for semiconducting tubes. The curves are va
for the class of semiconducting tubes where sgn@min(3m2n11n2)#
521, as is the case for the selection of tubes shown.
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larities in the armchair topology~and in the isotropic ap-
proximation!, which split for a general chiral angle accordin
to Eq. ~6!.

As Eq. ~4! is an analytical solution for arbitrary chira
angles, we may calculate the energy splitting as function
a. In Fig. 2~a! we have plotted the difference in energy,DE,
between our and the first-order approximation versusa for
the first and second singularities of metallic tubes with
diameter neard051.36 nm @corresponding to a~10, 10!
tube#. Also shown are the shifts in energy,DE, for some
selected tubes with diameters within60.1 nm of the chosen
d0 . The energies deviate slightly from the curves for a p
ticular chirality because of different actual diameters. T
splitting of the singularitiesdE is seen to decrease monoton
cally for increasinga, starting horizontally ata50° and
going towards zero with a finite slope ata530°. The split-
ting is nonlinear inaku ; largeraku yield much larger split-
tings as evident from the figure, where we plottedDE on
different scales. Neglecting thek3 term in Eq.~4! and with
k[ku yields Mintmire and White’s7 result of

E5
)

2
g0ak, ~7!

the isotropic approximation of the energy in theK-point vi-
cinity and the zeros of our plots in Fig. 2. Note that th
result does not coincide with the value for armchair topolo
but lies above that. For largeraku , i.e., smaller tubes o
higher singularities, this deviation increases.

The plots ofDE are remarkably asymmetric with respe
to the armchair energy in contrast to what was reported
Ref. 13. Foraku50.36@dashed curve in Fig. 2~a!# the upper
branch shifts by a factor of 1.3 more than the lower one:
aku50.72 ~solid curve! it is 2.5 times as much~calculated
from the fourth-order approximation ata50°). This implies
that if the resolution in an experiment is not large enough
resolve a splitting, there is nevertheless a shift of the sin
larities of metallic tubes from the armchair value associa
with a broadening which should be observable.

The situation is different for semiconducting tubes.
can be seen in Eq.~3!, ku varies in steps of 2/d whenm steps
through integers; theku values are not symmetric aroun
ku50. There is no degeneracy in the isotropic approximat
and hence there cannot be any splitting. There is, howev
shift from the limiting a530° energy value as well, as th
same triangular shape as for metallic tubes is present.
show this for four different values ofm in Fig. 2~b!. A fur-
ther complication arises because the smallest allowedku for
semiconducting tubes may be either negative or positive
Fig. 2~b! we have indicated explicitly tubes that hav
sgn@min(3m2n11n2)#521. The four points shown for eac
selected tube correspond to subsequent singularities sta
from the lowest one, which shows the smallestuDEu. The
largest singularity shown for the~15, 2! tube has an absolut
energy of 1.39 eV and is shifted by 130 meV compared
what is calculated from Eq.~7!. For the other type semicon
ducting tubes, e.g.,~15, 4!, the dependence ofDE on a is
different since Eq.~4! is not symmetric with respect to th
sign of ku . Experimentally, with a limited resolution, th
shift in semiconducting tubes may be easier to observe s
a shift is more readily detected than a broadening or splitt
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Finally, we discuss some limiting cases of our soluti
and the accuracy of the approximations. In the armch
tubes (a530°) our expression forkz in Eq. ~5! reduces to
akz522/)1A4/31(aku)2 and an energy of

Ekz

65g0F3

4
~ak!21

)

8
a3kz~kz

22ku
2!G1/2

~armchair tubes!.

Sinceku appears only in even order,dEAC50. In the zigzag
casekz

650; i.e., the splitting in metallic tubes is maxima
where the tangentials meet theaku axis. The energies in
these points are

Ekz

65
)

2
g0uakuu

3F17
1

2)
akuG 1/2

~metallic zigzag tubes!.

Here the energy splitting~6! is

dEZZ5
)

2
g0uakuu@A11aku/2)2A12aku/2)#

'g0~aku!2/4.

For aku50.73 this corresponds to 0.38 eV, which is equal
the maximal splitting in metallic tubes withd51.4 nm ob-
served in Fig. 4 of Ref. 13.17 In Fig. 2~a! we show on the
same scale the values ofDE as derived numerically from the
exact expression~2! and including the fourth-order term in
our approximation~4!. It is seen that the curves~correct to
third order ink! yield close results; the fourth order cann
be distinguished from the exact value for theaku value
shown. Our approximation should be good at least touakuu
51, where the errors for all absolute energies are less t
4% ~third order! and less than 0.7%~fourth order!.

In conclusion, we derived an approximate analytical so
tion to the energies of the singularities in the density of sta
of metallic and semiconducting carbon nanotubes with a
trary indices (n1 ,n2) for energies not too far from the Ferm
surface (uaku<1). The energies of the singularities in th
density of states in carbon nanotubes shift due to the trigo
distortion of the energy contours near theK point. Metallic
tubes, which are doubly degenerate in the isotropic appr
mation, split for a general chiral angle. Semiconducti
nanotubes are nondegenerate in the isotropic approxima
so they cannot split; their absolute energies shift, though
a function ofa, by an amount given by the same express
as for metallic tubes with the appropriateku values. Semi-
conducting chiral tubes fall into two classes, depending
the sign of their smallest allowedku values. Experimentally
their shift may be easier to observe than the lifting of t
degeneracy of metallic tubes. Our results should be us
when finding splittings or shifts in the DOS singularities
specific nanotubes, with an arbitrary but known chirality
in ensembles of tubes with a known, possibly nonunifo
chirality distribution.
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